The center of gravity of the international Digital Geometry community lies in Europe, but there are also research groups from India, Japan, Australia and the USA contributing to the community. In association with the International Association for Pattern Recognition (IAPR), the community collaborates within the "Discrete Geometry and Mathematical Morphology" Technical Committee, TC18. The TC18 website (http:// tc18.org) also provides a platform for interested readers and for the gathering of resources such as datasets, source code or bibliographies.
The articles selected for publication in this special issue cover various topics of the Digital Geometry domain: They range from distance transformations to novel shape descriptors and methods of shape matching, from digital wellcomposedness to digitization dual combinatorics, and from image vectorization to 2D deformations.
The guest editors would like to acknowledge the reviewers' invaluable contribution to this special issue and would like to thank them for their dedication.
